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The structure of the stationary expressions given by Kohn and by Schwinger 
for the scattering amplitude are examined in detail. We consider two-body 
scattering with a central force involving the hard core. A new method is given 
for the derivation of the stationary expression of Kohn. By this method the 
connection between the two stationary expressions is easily clarified. It is 
pointed out that the stationary expression of Schwinger should be treated with 
a particular care when the potential contains the hard core. 
1 Introduction 
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For a non-relativistic two-body scattering, it is in principle possible to obtain the 
exact solution to the scattering equation analytically or numerically with a given poten-
tial. The solution is usually expressed in terms of the phase shifts associated with 
the partial waves. The procedure of evaluating the phase shifts are, however, not 
always so simple in practice if we take high partial waves and in some cases it may 
be still convenient to deal with only an approximate solution. In such a case, the scat-
tering amplitude will be much easier to handle than its partial wave decomposition. 
Now, for an approximate calculation of the scattering amplitude, the two variational 
principles due to Kohnll and to Schwinger2) are well-known to be useful.** These 
variational principles give the stationary expressions for the scattering amplitude which 
aFe correct to the first order of the deviations of trial functions*** from the exact 
wave functions. These stationary expressions are therefore most sensitive to the inter-
particle potentials rather than the approximate wave functions. The two stationary 
expressions are, however, seemingly so different in their forms that it is difficult to 
expect which one will give a better approximation than the other if we take the same 
trial functions for both. 
The primary purpose of this note is to study the structure of the two stationary 
expressions in detail and to clarify the connection and the difference between them. We 
confine ourselves to two-body scattering with central force and neglect the spin depen-
dence. We explicitly take into account the hard core potential, which is at present 
thought to exist, for example, in the realistic nuclear force; when the potential involves 
* Assistant Professor 
** Most of the standard textbooks on the collision theory deal with these variational principles in their 
original form. A detailed exposition is given, for example, in Moiseiwitsch's book3). 
*** By the trial functions we mean some approximate wave functions which are usually chosen by 
conjecture or assumption. 
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a singular term such as the hard core, the Born expansion is no longer applicable so 
that variational calculations will particularly serve as a powerful means of approxima-
tion. 
In sect. 2, we define deviations from the exact scattering equations associated with 
given trial functions. In sect. 3, we reformulate the Kohn and the Schwinger variational 
principles in terms of the deviations defined in sect. 2. We also derive the errors of 
the stationary expressions and discuss how to estimate these errors. 
2 Deviations from the scattering equations 
In the following we consider a two-body scattering with a potential V(r) which beha-
ves as 
VCr) = 00, for r~rc, 
r-+oo 
rVCr) ---~ O. 
We define the deviation 1)(r) from the Schrodinger equation by 
l1Cr) = C - CV'2+k2)+ U(r)]¢t(r), 
UCr)=2mVCr), 
where we assume that the trial function (Pt behaves as 
¢t(r) =0, for r~rc, 
r-+CX) 
¢tCr) --~l/>Cr)+ft(ki,kf) 
with 
l/>Cr) = exp(ikir) , 
e ikr 
r 
.. ·······(1) 
·········(2) 
·········(3) 
·········(4) 
·········(5) 
·········(6) 
·········(7) 
and kt, kJ are respectively the center of mass momenta of the initial, final states, m 
the reduced mass and k= Ikd (= Ikjl). We adopt the units where h/2rr=1. 
It is to be noted that for the exact wave function cp, which must be zero for r::;rc, 
we have 
UCr)¢Cr) = CV'2+k2)¢(r), for any r, 
so that the product Deft is in effect written as 
UCr)¢Cr) = CUnCr)+SJ]l/i(r), 
where 
with 
UnCr) = o(r - rc)U(r), 
{
I, for x:> 0, 
8(x) = 
0, for x ~ 0, 
and g is a differential operator defined by 
SJ=o(r-rc) lim (reV). 
r-+rc+O r 
.... · .. ··(8J 
· .... · .. ·(9) 
..... ····(10) 
......... (11) 
.. ..... ··(12) 
The behavior of the product Dcf't in (3) is, on the other hand, not specified at r=rc. 
We thus define Dcf't so as to agree with (9) when cf't coincides with cf', i. e. we put 
U(r)¢tCr) = CUn(r) +SJ}hCr). ..· ...... (13) 
We can then uniquely evaluate 1) once cf't is given. 
We next define the adjoint quantities as follows: 
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......... (14) 
where 
¥t(r) =0. for r~rc, ..•.•.•• '(15) 
...•.... '(16) 
with 
7/J(r) = exp( - ikjr) , •••••.•• '(17) 
and 
.••...•. ,(18) 
Now, we can convert (3) under the asymptotic condition (6) equivalently into the 
integral relation 
¢t(r) = ~(r) + J G(r,r')U(r') ¢t(r')dv' + A(r), ........ '(19) 
where 
A(r) = - J G(r,r')1)(r')dv', 
and G(r,r') is the Green's function of the form 
G( r') _ _ _1_ expCik I r - r'1) 
r, - 41t Ir-r'1 
which satisfies the equation 
(V'2+k2)G(r,r') = oCr - r'). 
........ '(20) 
•••••.•• '(21) 
.. ...... ·(22) 
We may regard (19) as the definition of A, i. e. A may be regarded as the deviation 
from the integral equation 
¢(r) '= ~(r) + J G(r,r')U(r')¢(r')dv'. 
Similarly, for the adjoint quantities we have 
Wt(r) =¢(r) + J G(r,r')U(r')Wt(r')dv' +~ (r), 
where 
L;.(r) = - J G(r,r')~(r')dv'. 
3 Reformulation of the variational principles 
3-1 The Kohn variational principle 
The Kohn variational principle states that the expression 
1 fk(ki,kj) = ft(ki,kj) + 41t I(ki,kj), 
with 
..· ...... (23) 
......... (24) 
.. ...... '(25) 
........ ·(26) 
......... (27) 
is stationary, in arbitrary variations ocP, oW of cPt, ?fit about the exact wave functions, 
to the first order of o¢, oW. We note that ~6) is free from the singular behavior of 
UcPt or (~:72+k2)cPt at r=rc. 
Comparison of (6) with the asymptotic form of (19) gives 
....... "(28) 
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with which (26) is rewritten as 
fk(ki,kf) = -4~ C J~U¢tdv+ J(7jTt-~)7JdvJ. ..... "'(29) 
We can derive (29) in a more heuristic way as follows. 
Setting 
·········~O) 
where cf and 'if! are the exact wave functions, the exact scattering amplitude fex is 
written as 
f ex = - 4~ ( J'{bU¢tdv - J~Uo¢dv). 
Inserting $Ql into (3), we have 
7J =:: - ('\72+k2)o¢+ Uo¢, 
with which we rewrite the second term of (31) as 
• ••••... '(31) 
.. ·······(32) 
JiUo¢dV=:: J¢7Jdv+ f~('\72+k2)o¢dv. ·········(33) 
On substitution of (¢ - ?frt ) + Wt for ~, the second term of (33) is rewritten as 
..... ····(34) 
Since (; - ?Jrt) involves no plane wave but only outgoing spherical wave asymptotically, 
we can recast the second term of (34) by integration by parts into 
- fC('V 2 +k2)Wdo¢dv = f~;o¢dv- fIFtUor/Jdv. '" .... ,,(35) 
Then, (33) reduces to 
J¢Uo¢dV= J(~-Wt)71<1v+ J~a¢dv. . ...... ,,(36) 
We therefore obtain 
f ex = - 111:( J<fiU¢tdv+ J (1Ft -~) 7Jdv J + 4~ f -:;O¢dv. ·········(37) 
Apart from the last term of (37), which is of second order in the errors of the 
trial functions, (37) is in accord with (29). 
Thus, the stationary property of (29) is clearly established. 
The relation (37) is just the extension of the identity given by Kat04l for the scatter-
ing phase shift*. 
3-2 The Schwinger variational principle 
The stationary expression due to Schwinger which is to be compared with (26) is 
- 4~ f~¢U¢tdv' J WtU¢dv 
.T¢tU¢~dv-=J J;t(~)U-(~)G(r.~~U(r')¢t(r/)dvd~~ ·········(38) 
The advantage of (38) is that it is free from normalization of cft, Wt and is dependent 
on the forms of cft, Wt only in the potential region. The expression (38) is, however, 
subject to the singular behaviors of Ucft, UWt at r=rc, and they are unspecified in the 
original form of the Schwinger variational principle. If one understood as if DePt, UP"t 
in (38) read Un¢t, UnW t , one would have an erroneous result. In particular, in the 
* The author is indebted to Prof. T. Ohmura of Nihon University for pointing out this connection. 
limiting case of rigid sphere scattering we have 
Un<Pt=U;Wt=o, 
so that U¢t and UP\ read simply 
U<Pt = n<Pt, U~ == n"~. 
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••••..•. ·(39) 
. ... ·····(40) 
One must thus be careful in calculating (38) with a hard core potential not to drop 
Q¢t as well as QiJit but to substitute (13) and (18) for U¢t and UWt, respectively. 
Now, substituting ¢t as given in (19) into the denominator of (38), we have 
fs(ki,k,) == - 411( f iU<Ptdv·f ~tUlftdv / (f 7PtUlftdv+ f wtU ~dv). ·········(41) 
If the second term in the denominator of (41) is sufficiently smaller than the first, we 
obtain 
·········(42) 
where we have used (20), (24) and (2&, and 0(~2) denotes those terms which involve at least 
two of YJ and/or 1;. It is now clear that (42) coincides with (2~ except for O(~2). 
We may therefore regard the inequality 
1 fWtU ~dvl «I J7itUlftdvl . ········(43) 
as a rough but practically useful criterion for the two stationary expressions to give 
comparable and probably reliable results. We shall derive the explicit forms of the 
errors involved in the stationary expressions and also remark some possibility of 
estimating these errors in the following. 
Remembering (37), we can readily write (2~ in the form 
·········(44) 
where 
~fk = - 4~ f oW7J{iv. .. ·······(45) 
Similarly, when the inequality (43) holds, (38) is put into 
fs=f ex+ ~fs, ..... ····(46) 
with 
....... ·(47) 
where 0(0¢3) denotes those terms which contain at least three of o¢ and/or ofF. Unless 
¢t and ift are too wrong approximation, 0(0¢3) will be negligible compared with the 
first two terms of (47). 
The errors .LfTe and .Lfs in the stationary expressions for the scattering amplitude are 
now seen to involve only one unknown oW linearly, whereas the stationary expressions 
are correct to the first order of o¢ as well as oii. To roughly estimate oW, we substi-
tute C3Q) in (24), obtaining 
oWer) = .c:Cr) + f GCr,r')U(r')iiCr')dv', ·········(48) 
which may, with given L(r), be regarded as integral equation for oi}f. Solving (48) for oW 
is, of course, equivalent to solving the integral equation for if: 
iCr) = ¢Cr) + J G(r,r')U(r')W(r')dv', .. ·······(49) 
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but their practical utility is different if we treat their approximate solutions. Indeed, 
for (48) we possess a great freedom in choosing the inhomogeneous term ;;" by changing 
the trial function ij!t, while we have no such freedom at all for (49). In particular, if fit 
is so chosen that the second term of (48) is sufficiently smaller than the first, then we 
may substitute .6. for oW, obtaining 
·········(50) 
..•..... ,(51) 
4 Concluding remarks 
In terms of the deviations 1)(~), 6(6) from the exact scattering equations associated 
with given trial functions, the detailed structure of the stationary expressions due to 
Kohn and to Schwinger for the scattering amplitude have been clarified. The deriva-
tion of the former given below $Q) seems to have further application when one wishes 
to extend it to a more complicated system of particles. We have really derived the 
stationary expression of Kohn extended to neutron-deuteron scattering in this way, 
which will be treated in a forthcoming paper. Meanwhile, we have seen that the statio-
nary expression of Schwinger should be evaluated with a particular care when the 
potential contains the hard core. 
It has been also shown that the errors (45) and (47) involved in the stationary expres-
sions may be estimated without recourse to the exact solution but with the aid of (48). 
A detailed numerical calculation based on the present analysis is noW in progress. 
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